
Brush off your kit before leaving the pitch 
to help tackle plastic pollution.

Find out more: fidra.org.uk/pitchin

The Pitch In project has been jointly developed by Fidra and KIMO International. These resources 
were produced by Fidra, 2020. Fidra is a charity registered in Scotland: SCIO no. SC043895

MICROPLASTIC IS 
  USED ON THIS PITCH.



How can we stop pollution from pitches?
From pitch choice to design and maintenance, there are lots of ways 
to tackle the problem, involving the whole pitch community.

fidra.org.uk/pitchin 

Microplastic 
in the environment 
harms wildlife Impacts life on land 

Microplastic can build up 
in soil affecting earthworms 
and microbes7.

The problem isn’t always visible 
Old tyres contain harmful chemicals 
that leach from microplastics and 
can pollute the environment8.

SIGN OUR PITCH IN PLEDGE.

Show your support for stopping 
microplastic loss from pitches.

From brushing off your boots to 
raising awareness with your local 
pitch owners, help us to relegate 
pollution and promote a solution. 
You’ll find all the resources you 
need to get involved at: 

The Pitch In project has been jointly developed by Fidra and KIMO International. These resources 
were produced by Fidra, 2020. Fidra is a charity registered in Scotland: SCIO no. SC043895

of microplastic is lost from an average 
pitch each year (approximately)3.500KG

are estimated to be installed across 
Europe (21,000 full-size & 72,000 
mini pitches)4. 

of plastic is lost from all of these 
pitches in total5.

 Mistaken for food 
Microplastic infill has been 
found in fish stomachs in 
local rivers in Norway6.

Plastic ‘grass’

Infill

Sand

MICROPLASTIC IS 
  USED ON THIS PITCH

Microplastic from pitches contributes 
to plastic pollution2

To the river

To the sea

Down the drain

On your kit

Pitch

To the soil
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>   Stating the obvious… natural 
grass is still the best way 
to avoid plastic.

>   Some pitches already use 
natural alternatives for infill like 
cork or coconut husks. 

>   Where microplastic is still used, barriers 
like filters in drains can be installed 
to stop it getting off the pitch. 

>   We can adapt the way we use 
and maintain the pitch to reduce 
microplastic loss.

Sources: Please visit fidra.org.uk/pitchin in for a full list of sources

>   Loose granules are used as infill 
to give 3G artificial pitches the 
bouncy feel of real grass.

>   Frequently, these granules 
are made from old car tyres 
called ‘rubber crumb’. 
These are microplastics.

are ground up and used 
as infill for one full-sized 3G 
pitch (approximately)1. 

GO MICROPLASTIC FREE: STOP MICROPLASTIC ESCAPING:

POLLUTION PATHWAYS; FROM PITCH TO LAND AND SEA

HOW YOU
 CAN HELP


